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Vacuum Ultraviolet Light Generation
Application! to Resonance lonlzation Spectroacopy

M.G. Payne
Chemical Phyalca Section

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. S78S0

1. Introduction

Just ten years ago it was difficult to propose efficient ionization schemes for most atoms with ionization
potentials above 10 eV. This difficulty was due to the fact that the lowest dipole allowed one photon
transition usually required tunable light with wavelength A < 200 nm. The other alternative method of
starting a selective ionization scheme is two-photon excitation, which require* high power densities and
necessitates focusing of the laser beam in order to achieve saturating power densities over a very small
volume.

The period since 1876 has included the development of dye laser pumps based on the use of the second
harmonic of the Nd- YAG laser and of the XeCI excimer laser. The new, more powerful dye lasers which
have resulted, make possible the use of four-wave mixing techniques which permit the generation of
intense and tunable vacuum ultraviolet light (VUV) over most of the wavelength region between 110 nm
and 210 nm. Outstanding contributions in this area have been made by *nany workers. An extensive
set of references to this Reid of research can be found in a recent review by Jamroz and Stoicheff (1983).
In this limited space we will discuss, most extensively, the important work of Wallenstein et al (See:
Hilbig and Wallenstein 1081, 1082). The latter workers have devised particularly simple methods for
generating VUV which is tunable, nearly continuously, from 110 nm to 210 nm. Before proceeding with
our discussion of VUV generation we will discuss briefly the impact of VUV generation on Resonance
lonization Spectroscopy (RIS).

2. RIS Schemes Using VUV Light So-rcea

The VUV generation schemes due to Hilbig and Wallenstein (1082) typically result in around 10 Watt
peak power in a pulse of length 6 nanoseconds. The light was generated with a bandwidth of < 0.1cm"1.
Let's now investigate how well saturated one photon excitation can be carried out with such a source.

Suppose that the above light source is tuned to a strong transition. Strong transitions in the VUV
region typically have oscillator strengths of the order of magnitude of 0.2, which translates to a dipole
matrix element D0l =< 0 | £ \ « \ | l >w 0.5eaB, where aB is the Bohr radius. The Raba frequency
for the transition is then OR = DoiE/k w 10*/t, where OH is in radians /sec and I is the power
density in Watt/em1. If the 10 Watt VUV beam has a diameter of I mm the peak power density is
M ikW/cm1, and correspondingly OR N ! X lQ9rad/tee. This gives a power broadened width for the
transition of w 6 x 10°/«ee; which is of the same order of magnitude as both the laser bandwidth and the
Doppler width of the transition for room temperature atoms radiating in the 110 nm • 210 nm region.
Correspondingly, calculations show that with a pulse length of 4-8 nsec < the ground and excited
states are leveled during the pulse jjyh^^her the model for the linechape of the User is one with two
or three longnitudinal modes separated by « 0.05 cm~l; or whether a continuous spectrum obeying the
criteria for a chaotic Belt? is assumed. Saturation is relatively complete on beam axis for atoms with
lines Doppler shifted nea: line center (or for the discrete mode model near a mode of *he tight); but the
efficiency is model dependent for atoms with Doppler shifted lines more than 0.05 em"1 from line center
(or from any discrete mode). About 5096 of the atoms can be ionized within a 1 mm* area if the Doppler
width is < 0.1 em"1. If there are several hyperfine levels within the bandwidth it is probably not safe
to assume that all will be ionized with the same probability. Nevertheless, for some applications, one
has a relatively efficient excitation scheme which can be combined with a second dye laser to pump a
second resonance, with the second excited state finally being ionized by the Nd-YAG fundamental. If
the second step and the ionication are done carefully a very reasonable ionization volume results. By
careful, we mean that the power density is not turned up to the point where the excited states are
split, into pairs of resonances separated by twice the local value of the Rabi frequency for the second



transition about tht unperturbed resonance, thereby destroying the efficiency of the VUV excitation.
With the excitation source described, the Rabi frequency for the second transition should be no larger
than 4 x 108/»ec, and the ionization rate out of the second state should be no larger than 4 x 109/fec.

8. Vacuum Ultraviolet Light Generation Uflng Four-Wave Mixing

8.1 Introduction to Nonlinear Optics

When intense, narrow bandwidth light enters a gas cell the interaction between individual atoms and
the laser field is well represented by the Hamiltonian

8 = 8a - D E , ( ! )

where $o "'• th« electronic Hamiltonian of the unperturbed atom, t> = Y2i efV = electronic dipole opera-
tor, and E is the laser field described as a classical electromagnetic wave. Most of the situations
where this treatment fails concern problems such a« resonance fluorescence where fluctuations related
to spontaneous emission play a dominant role, or where high Rydberg states are involved, thereby
invalidating the muitipole expansion involved in arriving at the -D • E form of the interaction.

If the laser is tuned to a wavelength which is well away from any one-, two-, or three-photon resonance
and the laser power is < 101* W/cm} ,the effects of the laser fields are usually described accurately
by time dependent perturbation theory. We expand the time dependent state vector of an atom at R in
terms of the complete set of eigenvectors of MQ:

\*(R,t)>=^ia(R,(n^,t)c-iu->\cm,f.- >, (2)

where J?o|e»,/* >= e«|ea,^i >, and e« = hui,. The set of quantum numbers fi may be regarded as
angular momentum quantum numbers, and the sum over £« is to be interpreted as a sum over the
discrete eigenenergies and an integral over the continuous part of the eigenenergy spectrum. The proper
interpretation of a(R.,entft,t) is as a probability amplitude for an atom at R being in state \en,/i > at
time t. In terms of time dependent perturbation theory we find (See for instance: Payne et al 1081.)

(3)

where |co,^o > is the atomic ground state and

S=l + £s t , (4a)

with,

dt, [ "

and,
V,(t) = exp(.-V/ft)(-0 • E)cxp(-iX0t/h). (5)

More will be said about the actual evaluation of the perturbation theory result for |¥(/2, t) > later.

In a neutral gas the laser beam produces induced dipoles oscillating at the laser frequencies and at the
odd harmonic frequencies of the lasers. With more than one laser beam overlapping there are also dipole
oscillations at frequencies such as S^ti ~ w t j *nd 2a>£i f- w t J , etc. The source of the dipoles is the
atoms in the medium as they respond to the intense laser fields. A concentration of oscillating dipoles
is equivalent to a current density J = yj-. With only a current density of this value present Maxwell's
equations can be manipulated to obtain the following wave equation for the E field.

Actually, there is also a charge density associated with the polarizability ft = - V • P. However, if the
laser beams are parallel and either unfocused, or focused with long focal length lenses, then p produces
negligible effects due to the propagation vector and the £ field being orthogonal.



We see that if we could evaluate P without ambiguity for rather general form* of the E Reid, then the
problem of calculating the Reids generated in the medium would involve the solution of Eq (6) and the
evaluation of some quantities related to atomic response. It is not difficult to write a formula for the
polarizability. It is just the atomic concentration times the time dependent expectation value of D.
Thus,

P(R,t) = N

EE ,fLi>a'(R,tn,p,t)a(R,£m,lil,t)t-
i<IJ--*->1. (7)

Within the framework of perturbation theory the population of the atomic groundstate remains unde-
pleted, so that \a(R,(Q,[IQ, t)\ w 1, and for all excited states \a(R,tn,p, t)\ << I. As a consequence of
Eqs. (2)-(7) the contribution to P(R,t) which is linear in V/ leads to a separate term for each laser
beam ••• and for any coherent beams generated in the medium. For a particular beam at frequency w
we find

where Xl(u) 1S

.!•
( u , - WQ)2 - d/2 '

with fm.0ft.ro being the oscillator strength for the transition from the ground state to the state \e*,n >•
The next non-zero contributions to P(R,t) are of third order in K/.

If there are laser beams which coincide in space and time at frequencies uia and uit, then there will be
third order terms in P(R,t) at frequencies 3ti>n, 3w£2, 2w£i ± u>ct, »nd 2«£» ± » n , as well as terms
which are linear in the laser field amplitudes at the same frequencies. The field amplitudes at the sum
and difference frequencies have their origin in the third order in Vf contributions to P{R,t), and serve
w source terms at these frequencies in Eq. (6). Any term at i frequency u together with any nonlinear
source terms at the same frequency, can be considered to obey a separate equation like Eq. (C), which
becomes

where, i/~2 = c~2[l + 4irxi(tt)/e2] = n*(w)/e* and n(u) is the index of refraction of the medium at
frequency &/. In arriving at Eq. (IO) the term at u which is linear in the corresponding field has been
brought to the left hand side of the equation to jive a modified phase velocity for the generated wive.
In the case under consideration, the new frequencies generated in the medium are weak, and of third
order in the laser field amplitudes (orj>erhaps second order in one Reid and linear in the other), and
consequentially they do not appear in P£L(R, t). However, if we considered the fifth order contributions
to P^L the third order fields generated, in product with two laser fields, can be just as important (or
more so) than terms that are directly fifth order in the laser fields.

In principle the P^L(R,t) for a particular new frequency generated in the medium can be calculated.
It is just a matter of evaluating Eq. (3) (using 5 j , as (jiven by Eq. (4b)) by inserting unit operators in
the form 1 = Yl(. f |c«tM > < £«;/*l between pairs of Vj and using the fact that exp(±iAot/&) operating
on these bras and kets can be evaluated immediately (they are eigenstates of J?o)> The resulting time
integrals are all of the type fj^ drQ{r)e'*T w -i'Q(t t)s lrt*/tf; where in evaluating Eq. (12) the fact
that. \v\ >> \d(ln(Q(r))/dt\ has been used. Finally, one must include the all coherent Reids in the
E in - D -B and pick out all products which lead to the frequency under consideration. Inserting
the resulting terms into Eq. (7) then leads to a very messy expression for P£L(R,t) in terms of a
nonlinear susceptibility for the atomic species times a product of three laser Reids. The nonlinear
susceptibility depends only on the concentration and upon the properties of the atoms, but involves
the sum of several terms that are themselves sums over three sets of intermediate states. The sums
involve 'resonant* denominators which give enhancements to the susceptibility whenever there is a near
coincidence with a one-, two-, or three-photon resonance with the combinations of laser amplitudes
involved in generating the frequency in question.



The above description of the nonlinear susceptibility approach to nonlinear optics can be "fleshed out" by
filling in the intermediate steps to yield a complete derivation of Eq. (10); which will then be considered
to be the fundamental equation for non-resonant VIJV generation in an atomic gas medium.

8.2 Sum Mixing W i t h Unfocused Beams

Solutions to Eq. (10) bring in another aspect of nonlinear mixing processes which has a rather simple
origin. The aspect in question has to do with arranging for complete constructive interference of the
dipole waves generated at the position of each atom in the laser beams. The achievement of this
constructive interference is referred to as phase matching.

In order to give the reader a better physical feel for phase matching consider two unfocused, concentric,
plane polarized (with the same plane of polarization) laser beams of beam diameter d,entering a gas cell
of length I. If (lX)j(xd}) << 1, where A is the wavelength of either beam, then dim-action effects are
unimportant during passage through the cell and we can consider the effects of the beams on the atoms
in the beam* as if the laser beams are plane waves propagating in the x direction. Suppose also that
the laser at angular frequency U.'L\ is tuned on, or very near, a dipole allowed two-photon resonance,
between the ground state |0 > and an excited state |1 > and that 2<i/£,i + un is close to three photon
resonance with itate |2 >. Assuming that the laiier at uiL\ is too weak to produce saturation effects in
the two-photon resonance, one can show that the amplitude for being in |2 > is

I 1 *2

where Oj(0 —» 1) is me Rabi frequency for the |0 >;= jl > transition, fli(l —» 2) is the Rabi frequency
for the |1 >;=* |2 > transition, 8% = 2wc.i +^[,2 ~ ut + ^Oi *nd Fi is an effective level width for the
two-photon transition. The laser at un is assumed to be detuned from resonance by just enough so that
the VUV signal has started to drop due to a decrease in nonlinear susceptibility. The drop coincides
with the detuning becoming larger than effective level width.

The simplicity of Eq. (11) is due to the detuning from two- and three-photon resonances being so small
that a dominant resonance reduces two of the three sums over intermediate states to single terms. We
can use Eq. (11) to obtain the nonlinear polarizability

where, 4>(r,t) — (2wn + w t j ) ( - {2k(u>n) + it(w£,i))i + ^o(0- Above, «i is a unit vector parallel to
the electric vector of the laser beams. Notice that if the two laser beams were circularly polarized in
the same sense that they could only drive AJ = 3 transitions with three-photon processes, and that for
such transitions Dot is zero. With the latter state of polarization there can be no nonlinear generation.

Using the plane wave feature of the laser beams, Eq. (10) becomes independent of the y and z coordinates
and can be solved.

Evvv{r,t) = r i i ± S U | X l i t _ J LWXlt 13)
c Jo at \ v I

where, v = (2wj,i + wLI)Ibi^un +&'£2)-

If we use Eq. (12) in Eq. (13) the resulting integral is elementary and we find for the flux of VUV
photons,

»_\

+ Pl

where u, = Jwti +uct, K = (2icu.N\D(yi\'t)l(he), AA = k(u,) — 2k(ojci) - k(u[,t), »nd the absorption
of the medium has been introduced through 0, which is half of the absorption coefficient. If the laser
fields are Gaussian and drop to 1/e at a distance r from beam center, we find for the total Dumber of
photons generated with A* = 0: NUt - { ( irr 2 /cNr)/3} | (n2n l ) / («ir l ) | 2 ( l - « -** ) 2 / 0 2 . It is v«ry clew
from the expression for the VUV photon flux that a peak occurs when A£ = 0. With unfocused laser
beams the condition Ah — 0 makes the phase velocity of the generated wave just equal to the effective



phase velocity of the nonlinear polarizability. This is the condition for constructive interference; and
indeed we see that with A/t = 0 the photon flux depends on the atomic concentration as N2. In order
to achieve Afc — 0 at a chosen wavelength a gas mixture is ordinarily used, with the "active" gas being
chosen to that it is negatively dispersive (i.e. Si > 0) and a "buffer" gas is added which is positively
dispersive. In the latter circumstance, if the ratio of concentrations is chosen properly the condition
Ak — 0 is achieved. B> keeping the ratio of concentrations fixed while increasing the concentration of
the 'active0 gas the value of N1 can be made very large while still preserving phase matching. This
cannot be continued indefinitely due to the fact that /9 generally increases either as the square of the
concentration one of the gases, or as a product of concentrations of the two components. The latter fact
ultimately leads to a decreasing VUV output as N is increased.

The most impressive demonstrations of VUV generation have been based of the sum generation method
described above (See: Tomkins and Mahon 1881, und Hurst et al 1985). The main drawback to this
scheme is that it frequently requires doubling or doubling plus sum mixing to get the beam at U[_i-
u>£2 is frequently in the infrared, and may require a stimulated Raman process for its generation. It is
for this reason that we now consider a simpler scheme which requires only one dye laser and its second
harmonic.
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Figure 1. Four-wave sum generation in Xe and Kr (Hilbig and Wallenstein 1082)

5.S Pour-Wave Sum and Difference Mixing In Xenon and Krypton

The work which we will now describe (Hilbig and Wallenstein 1082) was carried out with just two
"active" gases: xenon and krypton. In the regions where xenon was negatively dispersive either argon or
krypton was used as the buffer ga»; while in the negatively dispersive regions of krypton the argon served
as a buffer ga«. The region of the spectrum between 110 nm and 130 nm was investigated by using a
dye laser tuned in the region between S50 nm and 650 nm. Part of the dye laser output was frequency
doubled to give w t i in the wavelength region 275 nm < A < 325 nm, while uL2 was the remainder of the
dye laser beam. The process 2wti + wt? then yielded VUV light at 1/5 the wavelength of the dye la«er.
By restricting the wavelength of the light used in this way one gives up the large nonlinear susceptibility
which results from having a two-photon resonance, and tries to gain back the efficiency by making use
of the excellent dye later output available when pumping is done by the second harmonic of a Nd-YAG
laser. By focusing the later beami tightly, and by using a buffer gas in order to phase match at the
desired wavelength with high concentrations of the active gas excellent results were obtained. Figure 1
shows the output generated in this way.
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Figure 2. Four-wave difference mixing in Xe (Hilbig and Wallenstein 1082.)

In order to generate light at a sum frequency the active gas must be negatively dispersive. However, in
the case of difference four-wave mixing (i.e. generating iuci -"a) l ' i e requirement with focused beams
is that:(Afc = k(2uLi - wLi) - 2/b(u;£.1) + i (w L 2 ) ) A* times the length of the high intensity region (i.e.
the confocal parameter) should not be large compared with unity. The latter quantity can be either
positive or negative, with optimum phase matching occunng for Alt = 0. To generate light between 1(50
nm and 210 nm Hilbig and Wallenstein used xenon as the active gas. A dye laser in the wavelength
region 550 nm to 650 nm was frequency doubled and the doubled output was used as ut\\ with either
the fundamental of the dye laser or the fundamental of the Nd-YAG being used as o/^j- All of the
generation was carried out in a positively dispersive region far from the lowest xenon resonance, so that
relatively high xenon pressures could be used without producing a large Ait. The output achieved by
this process is shown in Figure 2.

It is clear that eventhough the methods described in this subsection often yield less power than a method
which uses a two-photon resonant enhancement, that the output can still be useful for spectroscopy and
sensitive detection methods.
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